Classical computation is modular. It exploits plug n' play architectures which allow us to use prefabricated circuits without knowing their construction. This bestows advantages such as allowing parts of the computational process to be outsourced, and permitting individual circuit components to be exchanged and upgraded. Here, we introduce a formal framework to describe modularity in the quantum regime. We demonstrate a 'no-go' theorem, stipulating that it is not always possible to make use of quantum circuits without knowing their construction. This has significant consequences for quantum algorithms, forcing the circuit implementation of certain quantum algorithms to be rebuilt almost entirely from scratch after incremental changes in the problem-such as changing the number being factored in Shor's algorithm. We develop a workaround capable of restoring modularity, and apply it to design a modular version of Shor's algorithm that exhibits increased versatility and reduced complexity. In doing so we pave the way to a realistic framework whereby 'quantum chips' and remote servers can be invoked (or assembled) to implement various parts of a more complex quantum computation.
Abstract
Classical computation is modular. It exploits plug n' play architectures which allow us to use prefabricated circuits without knowing their construction. This bestows advantages such as allowing parts of the computational process to be outsourced, and permitting individual circuit components to be exchanged and upgraded. Here, we introduce a formal framework to describe modularity in the quantum regime. We demonstrate a 'no-go' theorem, stipulating that it is not always possible to make use of quantum circuits without knowing their construction. This has significant consequences for quantum algorithms, forcing the circuit implementation of certain quantum algorithms to be rebuilt almost entirely from scratch after incremental changes in the problem-such as changing the number being factored in Shor's algorithm. We develop a workaround capable of restoring modularity, and apply it to design a modular version of Shor's algorithm that exhibits increased versatility and reduced complexity. In doing so we pave the way to a realistic framework whereby 'quantum chips' and remote servers can be invoked (or assembled) to implement various parts of a more complex quantum computation.
Modern computing relies crucially on the philosophy that we need not redesign the wheel. Every practical programming language supplies a library of built-in functions. In executing complex computations, we call these functions at will, taking for granted that we need not understand their exact logical or physical implementation. A modern sorting algorithm, for example, generally calls on a comparison function ( ) u x y , that outputs 0 or 1 depending on whether x should be listed before y. By supplying different comparison functions, we may easily adapt such a program to sort a sequence of data by any number of different parameters. The sorting algorithm itself need not change; just the choice of which comparison function to use. Thus, modular architecture bestows immense flexibility [1] [2] [3] .
As computations become more complex, modular design holds significant practical value. The evaluation of a complex function u may require immense computational resources and only be implementable by specialized facilities, meanwhile the server may not want to disclose their method for evaluating u. A modular design allows a client to construct devices that invoke these complex functions as subroutines through a standardized interface without any knowledge of their remote implementation. This lack of knowledge has many advantages; should a server find a better way to implement u, either through a new algorithm or new physics, he need not inform his clients. A client may casually select amongst the services of many competing servers, knowing that her device need not be altered to fit the particular implementation of u. Meanwhile, the server ensures that the clients gain no more information about his computational method-outside what is available from its input-output relations.
These advantages of modular design would particularly benefit practical quantum technologies. The immense challenges of quantum processing imply that the near future will likely see various institutions each synthesizing particular quantum processes. This motivates distributive computational schemes; such as a Figure 1 . Modularity can be interpreted in a black-box framework: suppose that Alice can call upon a black-box that implements a unitary U, and wants to use this box to implement some U-dependent quantum process [ ] U . Modularity allows Alice to construct some U-independent 'plug n' play device' [•], where '•' is being used as a dummy variable which ranges over the set of possible input unitaries { } U . That is colloquially '•' represents the slot where the box implementing the unitary can be plugged in. Connecting the input (output) interfaces of a black-box which implements U, to an appropriate port in  
Framework
Modularity can be formalized in the server client framework. Consider Alice, a client, who wishes to invoke the services of Bob, a server, to perform part of a computation. To do this, Alice and Bob must first agree on a public interface, a mutually agreed contract between Alice and Bob that defines how quantum information is communicated between them. The interface specifies 1. The physical system S in , the exact Hilbert space  in and computational basis  in in which Alice will deliver input quantum information, r in , for processing to the server.
2. The physical system S out the exact Hilbert space  out and computational basis  out in which the server will return processed quantum information, r out to Alice.
This contract ensures that Alice can invoke Bob to perform part of a computation with no ambiguity. Note that the interface does not restrict Alice from sending in a bipartition of a larger entangled system, nor preclude S in or S out from having degrees of freedom beyond  in and  out . It merely establishes an agreed basis for the exchange of quantum information. Meanwhile, Bob's computation can be specified by a quantum algorithm-an explicit sequence of elementary operations that describes how Bob transforms a given S in encoding r in to some S out encoding r out . At the fundamental level, this is expressed as an ordered list of elementary physical operations specific to the physical set-up Bob makes use of (e.g. switching on a certain magnetic field for a set duration, inclusion of a beamsplitter). In many cases though, this is often abstracted-analogous to programming languages for classical computing. A common method involves the quantum circuit representation, which lists a sequence of one and two qubit gates
on a relevant Hilbert space, with the understanding that each U k in this list can be translated into some subsequence of elementary physical operations (for   k K 1 ). If application of an algorithm A on S in that encodes r in always produces a S out that encodes r † U U in , we say that A is an algorithmic realization of U.
This framework allows for a formal definition of modularity. We pose the question: can Alice construct a U-independent device that takes advantage of the public interface, such that it implements [ ] U whenever Bob's algorithm A is an algorithmic realization of U? If this is possible, we say that [ ] U can be made modular with respect to U. Note that in this definition, Bob makes no promises to Alice outside what is specified by the publicly agreed upon interface. This ensures that Alice has a device that satisfies the following properties:
• Independence of realization: If Alice finds a new server, Charlie, that computes U with a more efficient algorithm ¢ A , Alice's device can make use of Charlie's service without any modification-provided Charlie adheres to the same public interface.
• Independence of function:If Alice wishes to implement  ¢ [ ] U , she does not need to modify her device. Alice needs only to convince Bob (or some other server) to build an algorithm that computes ¢ U in place of U.
These advantages mirror that of modular architectures in classical computing. Bob is free to use any algorithm A, and Alice's device will continue to function. He is free to manipulate any quantum information in S in stored outside  in as he wishes, and use whatever physical process he likes to generate r out . None of these changes should affect Alice, she can remain blissfully unaware of these details and be confident that her device implements [ ] U for whatever U that Bob computes. One can think of A as being encased inside a black-box, such that only its inputs and outputs are accessible. Alice wishes to make use of this box in her laboratory to synthesize [ ] U , without any knowledge of its internal configuration (see figure 1) . Note that we do not assume [ ] U is necessarily a unitary process-its input and output states can differ in both entropy and dimension.
Examples. These features are particularly relevant for quantum protocols which operate by encoding an input x within a x-dependent unitary U x , with the end goal of retrieving information about some function f (x). The DQC1 algorithm is a simple example (see figure 2(a) ) [4] . In DQC1, the goal is to estimate the normalized trace of a unitary matrix M of dimension = d 2 n , i.e., estimate
. This is done by encoding M within a unitary operator U M , whose matrix representation is precisely M. The protocol then operates by realizing the quantum operation
which-when acting on an appropriate quantum state-results in a single qubit that can be used to estimate
can be made modular with respect to U, then Alice would be able to build a universal device, that is able to evaluate f (M) when given any stand-alone unit that is promised to realize U M . Note that in DQC1, the encoding = U M M is trivial. Thus, the usual convention to use U and M interchangeably and DQC1 is often said to evaluate f (U). We will adopt this convention.
Similar benefits pertain to quantum factoring. To factor an input N = pq, one introduces a Hamiltonian H a , with eigenspectrum
1mod , 0, , 1 r for some suitable < a N (see appendix B for details). The rest of the algorithm then involves determining r through quantum phase estimation. Specifically, this involves constructing a series of unitary matrices
1 log 2 that effectively encode the desired N. The quantum algorithm then incorporates this information within a sophisticated quantum process
. Application of this quantum process on an appropriate, fixed, initial quantum state allows for output statistics that can be used to recover the value of r (see figure 2(b) ). Here, modularity implies that Alice can construct a universal factoring circuit that factors all numbers-provided circuits for applying U a 2 x are inserted into the right locations. This would significantly reduce how much a quantum circuit needs to be specifically tailored to factor different numbers, and-as we will see-has corollary benefits in reducing the circuit's gate complexity.
Constraints on modularity
We now turn to the question: when can [ ] U be made modular with respect to U? In some cases, this question is fairly trivial. Consider the process
V for any fixed unitary V. This clearly can be made modular with respect to U. Alice needs only encode her input in S in as stipulated by the public interface, and then apply V to the state returned. Regardless of what algorithm the server employs, or unitary U it computes, Alice recovers fñ | VU . For more complex quantum processes [ ] P U , the answer is less obvious. Here, we introduce the modularity constraint, a condition that any [ ] U must satisfy in order to be modular with respect to U. The constraint invokes the notion of black-box properties [19] . Let  be the set of all possible algorithms the server can use (for now, this set will contain all possible algorithms). A property on  is a function
0 ,1 that maps each element of  to a binary number. Black-box properties are properties that depend only on the input-output relations of A: if any two algorithms, A and ¢ A , have statistically indistinguishable output on all coinciding input, then
The name 'black-box' refers to the idea that if an algorithm is executed inside a black-box such that only the input and output is visible, an external observer can only determine its black-box properties.
For example, the truth value of the statement ' A outputs ñ |0 on input ñ |1 ' is a black-box property. Any two quantum algorithms where this property differs will have statistically distinguishable output upon appropriate input. Meanwhile, the truth value of ' A involves five two-qubit interactions' is a not a black-box property; two algorithms with differing numbers of two-qubit interactions can have statistically identical input-output relations.
Suppose now Alice outsources some algorithm A to Bob via the aforementioned public interface. How much information can Alice retrieve about which algorithm 
where all arithmetic is modulo N. We can find a factor of N by stringing together a series of controlled U a 2 x operations, followed by a quantum Fourier transform modulo 2 L (QFT). The latter is implemented by a series of Hadamard and R j gates, where The modularity constraint also applies to more elementary circuit components. This allows us to determine which part(s) of the algorithm precludes its modular implementation. In the standard DQC1 circuit, the only U-dependent component is a unitary quantum process
, which involves the application of
Physically, this represents applying U to a d-dimensional subspace of an extended Hilbert space of dimension d 2 . If this extension is achieved through an ancillary qubit, this corresponds to controlling U on a quantum mechanical ancilla. This process cannot be made modular with respect to U, as
can also distinguish whether a server used A 0 or A 1 . This retrieves a result that has received significant recent attention-it is impossible to implement the control of a completely unknown unitary [15] . We will touch on this topic again in section 4.
The latter observation precludes any quantum algorithm that makes use of
from being modular with respect to U, a list that would include phase estimation, quantum factoring, and the solution of linear equations amongst many others. This presents a rather negative outlook for achieving non-trivial modular architectures in the quantum regime. We will, however, see in the next section that we can sometimes work around the modularity constraint. Certain computational tasks that currently make use of
can be redesigned to use more modular components.
Building modular quantum algorithms
Suppose now Alice wishes to evaluate some f (x) by executing some x-dependent quantum operation [ ] U x and yet all current constructions are non-modular, we observe two possibilities:
can be used to violate the modularity constraint (it can be used to distinguish two different algorithms, ¢ A A , with identical black-box properties), then any [ ] U x that can compute f (x) strictly cannot be modular.
(ii) If f (x) does not directly violate the constraint, then it implies that current methods for evaluating f (x) have inadvertently invoked some non-modular
In case (i), we need to isolate information in f (x) that distinguishes A and ¢ A . By discarding this information, we can define some approximation of f (x), say g(x) that does admit a modular implementation. In case (ii), lack of modularity is a feature of existing constructions-rather than a consequence of a fundamental no-go theorem. Thus, we may be able to find alternative quantum operations that allow evaluation of f (x), and remain modular.
The task of DQC1-to evaluate
-is an example of case (i), while we will see that quantum factoring falls under case (ii). We now illustrate these in detail, and in doing so, demonstrate two new algorithms, modular DQC1 and modular quantum factoring.
Modular DQC1. How close can we get to computing
in a way that is modular with respect to U? Consider computing not f (U), but rather its modulus
The resulting function g(U) no longer distinguishes any A and ¢ A with identical black-box properties. Furthermore, one can show that this compromise is in some sense optimal-knowing any more information about f (U) would necessarily violate modularity (see appendix A).
Indeed there exists a quantum operation [ ] U that computes g(U) in a modular fashion (see figure 3) . This involves using a single pure control qubit and two completely mixed registers of n qubits. Two controlled-SWAP operations interspersed by the application of U on one register-followed by a measurement of the control qubit-completes the algorithm. Note that the implementation of U can be freely outsourced to a third party via a public interface (see figure 3) , modular DQC1 can have significant benefits. The algorithm can treat U as an arbitrary input-in the true spirit of a plug n' play interface. One can use this circuit as a 'probe', where exposed quantum wires are connected to the (input) output of the (second) first swap gate. These wires can then be directly connected to an arbitrary unknown unitary processes, allowing for the measurement of the absolute value of its trace.
Modular quantum factoring. Unlike DQC1, the desired output information in quantum factoring does not conflict with the modularity constraint. Recall that in quantum factoring, the number N = pq that we wish to factor is encoded within a unitary U a , whose Hamiltonian generator H a has eigenspectrum
. Success in determining r to sufficient accuracy allows us to compute a factor of N. Standard methods of quantum factoring involve using quantum phase estimation to determine the eigenvalues of U, i.e., each l = j r j . This information, however, violates the modularity constraint. The algorithmic constructions of U a and p ( ) e U i r a 2 share identical black-box properties, and nevertheless differing eigenvalues. This precludes these standard approaches from being modular-implying the quantum circuit must be adapted for factoring each specific N.
This conflict is avoidable. Collecting information about each individual l j is unnecessary. Information about r can be entirely retrieved by evaluating the gap l l -= -r 1 j j 1 between consecutive energy eigenvalues of U a ʼs Hamiltonian generator. Unlike the eigenvalues themselves, this gap is completely fixed by the black-box properties of an algorithm and hence its evaluation cannot violate the modularity constraint. This suggests that factoring can be made modular without any compromise to efficiency or output information.
In appendix C, we demonstrate an explicit construction. The core idea involves the use of a polynomial sequence of modular DQC1 circuits-connected in a serial configuration (see figure 4) . The resulting algorithm recovers the differences between eigenvalues; in general these are also of the form k/r for = ¼ -k r 0, , 1. For the purposes of factoring, these differences contain the same amount of useful information as the spectrum itself. In the appendix, we prove our construction factors successfully in approximately
runs. This is comparable to Shor's algorithm which typically succeeds in ( ) O r log log runs. This results in a significantly more modular implementation of Shor's protocol. Such a construction has dual advantage. Recall that each U a must be tailored specifically to the number N we wish to factor. A modular architecture thus allows each individual laboratory to optimize the synthesis of each U a 2 x , using whichever . When coupled to a QFT modulo 2 L this algorithm outputs a binary decimal approximation to the difference
physical realization they fancy (ion traps, photonic qubits, etc.) and a third party can 'mix n' match' these realizations to factor the number they wish. Furthermore, the modular design has an immediate side benefit in reducing the complexity of quantum factoring. In conventional quantum factoring, each unitary U a by adding a control to each individual gate in the sequence, i.e., implementation of
. This would require ( ) O n 3 controls per operator [20] . In contrast, in this enhanced factoring algorithm, the number of controls can be significantly reduced-we need only O(n) controlled-SWAP gates, all of which can be reused regardless of which number we factor.
Modularity with partial knowledge
Our work has focused on the most general form of modularity-where the server has complete freedom in how and what U is implemented, and Alice's device must synthesize [ ] U regardless. What about more restricted situations, where Alice limits herself to dealing with specific types of servers, and thus has extra knowledge about what algorithms her device is required to work with? This is formalized by an additional agreement in the public interface, where the server promises any algorithm A he applies will be restricted to some strict subset,   
where In contrast, if the server's choice of algorithms is unrestricted, the above argument breaks down. Consider for example, two algorithms A p , = { } p 0, 1 , each consisting of first a measurement projecting the state into , followed by application of a gate sequence
acting only on the basis -a quantity that depends on p-she would be able to discern between A 0 and A 1 , and thereby violating the modularity constraint. Therefore while computing f (U) violates the modularity constraint in the general scenario-it can still field a modular implementation provided Alice has additional information regarding Bob's algorithmic construction. We can capture the above observations formally by adapting the modularity constraint for general  -.
Proposition 2 (modularity with partial knowledge). Let  -be a subset of all possible algorithms. We say that The proof is identical to that of the standard modularity constraint, substituting  -for . must synthesize the exact same U with the exact same global phase on . Therefore when Alice has preknowledge that all algorithms implemented by the server lie inside  -, the modularity constraint no longer prohibits computation of DQC1. Indeed, this problem has been explored in significant detail for the special case where
. This aligns with the longstanding problem of whether it is possible to control an unknown U on a quantum mechanical degree of freedom. The motivation was the seemingly paradoxical observation that proposals to add controls to unknown unitaries have been experimentally demonstrated [16] -despite formal proofs showing its mathematical impossibility [15] . A resolution of the puzzle was given by Friis et al [14] , noting that all existing methods assumed knowledge of specific physical architectures to realize U. Here, we see how these discussions fit within the general context of modularity.
indeed cannot be made modular with respect to U, in agreement with no-go results on controlling unknown unitaries. However, one can side-skirt this problem with preknowledge, as demonstrated in [14, 16, 17] .
Discussion
Our research can be summarized in two parts. In the first, we formalized modularity in the context of quantum computation within the server client framework-where modularity ensures a client can construct a U-independent device that implements a quantum operation [ ] U by blindly invoking a server to implement U. We proposed necessary constraints on such modular architectures, and explored their impact on existing quantum algorithms-encompassing quantum factoring and DQC1-that operate by probing the properties of some input dependent unitary operator U. The resulting 'modularity constraint' indicates that the aforementioned algorithms are generally non-modular, making it impossible to prefabricate devices that work for each possible input-forcing their circuits to be tailored for each specific input.
The second part explored ways to circumvent this constraint. We ascertain what sacrifices in functionality, if any, are required to refine existing algorithms to restore modular implementation. This resulted in two new algorithms: (i) a universal device that evaluates the normalized modulus of the trace of any exponentially large unitary U, even when this unitary is completely unknown and supplied within a black-box. (ii) a modular factoring algorithm that can factor numbers while recycling a far larger portion of its circuit architecture, allowing for a significant reduction in the number of control gates required for implementation.
One avenue of future research is to investigate applications of modular architectures outside pure computation. A natural scenario, for example, originates in the fields of metrology and sensing. Here universal devices that probe the properties of different physical processes, without making assumptions about what unitary operations they implement, can streamline and simplify both the state preparation and read-out stages of the metrology protocol [21] . Meanwhile, a second natural direction is to better understand the mathematical properties of such architectures, and thus better identify what plug n' play devices are achievable in quantum mechanics. One way to proceed is to consider whether the class of [•] that field a modular implementation exactly coincides with quantum supermaps-a mathematical formalism that defines transformations between quantum maps [22] .
On a more fundamental level, combinatorial evolution postulates that advanced technology evolves by combining technologies that already exist, and in turn becomes new building blocks for potential future technology [23] . This modular approach has demonstrated success in the context of designing classical circuits [24] . Similarly, more complex quantum technologies will likely evolve from taking existing quantum technologies as their basic building blocks.
Proof of modularity constraint: Here, we provide a formal proof of the modularity constraint. First, let  be the set of all possible algorithms available to the server. Each property p then divides  into two equivalence classes. Thus given a particular A in , knowledge of ( ) p A progressively better isolates which algorithm was used. We can then define the equivalence relation ∼ on  such that two algorithms The modularity constraint states that (i) and (ii) cannot both be true. We will assume the truth of both and derive a contradiction. Let A q , = { } q 0, 1 be two algorithms that satisfy (ii). Suppose now that Alice constructs the U-independent device outlined in (i). Let  q be the resulting quantum operations Alice's device performs when Bob applies A q . Now (ii), implies the output statistics of  0 and  1 must differ, and thus depend on the value of q.
As the only q dependence lies in Bob's choice of A q , this implies that there exist some r in that Alice's device can send to Bob, such that the output state r out is dependent of q. Let this state be denoted r ( ) q out depending on Bob's choice of q. Since  q depends on q, this implies that Alice's device provides a method to discern between r and we arrive at a contradiction. Discarding minimal information to restore modularity. Here we elaborate further on the modular DQC1 algorithm, and show that it is the optimal modular approximation to the DQC1 algorithm. Specifically, suppose = ( ) f f U is some function of U that we wish to evaluate. If f (U) violates the modularity constraint, it implies that f can be used to distinguish two algorithms A and ¢ A that lie in the same equivalence class (as defined above), i.e., Alice's universal device that computes f (U) whenever the server it invokes applies U will give differing values, depending on whether the server implements A or ¢ A . We can rephrase this in terms of unitaries. Let A be named an algorithmic realization of U if it implements that unitary operator U. That is, if the server receives a state ρ encoded within basis  in in S in , then application of A on S in will result in a system S out that encodes r † U U in basis  out . First note that if A andĀ both realize the same U, then~Ā A. Then we can define an equivalence relation on the set of all unitaries, such that~¢ U U if all algorithmic realizations of U and ¢ U lie in the same equivalence class. Clearly, there necessarily exists two algorithms~¢ A A for which f (U) takes on different values iff
g U whenever U and ¢ U lie in the same equivalence class and (ii) there exists a U in each equivalence class such that = ( ) ( ) f U g U . Then by from above g(U) does not reveal any more information about which  Î A the server used beyond its black-box properties. Thus the modularity constraint does not prohibit the existence of some [ ] U that can accurately estimate g(U), and simultaneously be modular with respect to U. Furthermore, it is an optimal candidate-in the sense that if g(U) contained any more information about f (U), then it would violate (i) and hence no longer admit modular realization. One can check that the modular DQC1 satisfies these properties, by setting
Appendix B. Intuition behind modular factoring
To efficiently factor, it is sufficient to have an efficient algorithm that solves the order finding problem [12, 13, 25] : Given an input  Î a , < < a N 1 , output the first value of r such that º a N 1 mod r . If a is chosen at random, the value of r will, with good probability, reveal the factors ofN.
Quantum factoring algorithms function by determining the eigenvalues of a modular exponentiation operator
a which encode the value of r. Note that ( ) U a r is the N-dimensional identity matrix. This last constraint forces the eigenvalues of this operator to be the rth roots of unity; these are complex numbers w -j which carry information about r through w p = i r exp 2 and = ¼ -j r 1, , 1. If we can measure the phase of an eigenvalue for which j/r is an irreducible fraction then we can find r.
Due to the closure of the rth roots of unitary under multiplication the eigenvalues of Ä † U U a a are also rth roots of unity. Hence it is functionally equivalent to find the phase associated with an eigenvalue of = Ä † V U U a a a . Thus, noting that the modular DQC1 protocol with input U a is equivalent to DQC1 with input V a , we may replace each control U a with its more modular variant with negligible loss in efficiency.
If we are going to be successful in retrieving any information about r from c/t then (a) we need -¢ ¢ j r j r For a direct comparison with Shor's result [12] we give the lower bound on the success probability: This scales as the same order in N as standard factoring algorithms [12, 13] ; in fact, asymptotically the probability of success using the modular DQC1 protocol goes like * -
where P is the probability of success for Parker and Plenio's factoring routine [13] ; so to first order in P (which tends to 0 as  ¥ N ) we get a doubling in the success probability of the modular DQC1 protocol over that of Parker and Plenio, which recovers the cost of the extra register qubits used in our construction.
